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Over the past decade, there has been an exponential increase in the amount of data traffic a web
server needs to handle on a daily basis. With an increasing amount of revenue for many small and
large businesses coming from the Internet, either directly through advertisements, or indirectly
through popularity in social media such as Facebook and Twitter, there is a greater need for faster
and more reliable web servers. This implies that 'clicks' return quicker results, keeping users more
engaged in the product/service the web-page is offering, which in turn translates into higher
revenues for companies hosting these web-pages.

Existing web server architectures fall into three categories: single threaded event-driven, multi-threaded
pipeline, and highly-threaded thread-per-connection. Claims are often made about the performance 
benefits of each architecture. However, it is often pointed out that thread-per-connection web-servers 
do not scale to high request rates (10,000-100,000 connections per second) because of threading costs. 
Interestingly, the thread-per-connection model does simplify building a web server as significant 
complexity is moved into the threading subsystem allowing synchronous APIs versus passing call-back
routines or events for concurrent execution. Thus, thread-per-connection has the potential to provide a 
simple development model for advanced web servers, but there remains the open question of achieving 
throughput and reliability under heavy loads similar to the other web server architectures.

My research proposal will attempt to extend prior work done by my supervisor (Dr. Peter Buhr) to 
improve runtime performance for concurrent programming languages, and test these changes by 
building and modifying high-performance thread-per-connection web servers. I will investigate the 
relationship between application and system runtime to advance web server performance on parallel 
hardware. Dealing effectively with large numbers of threads for applications like web-servers involves 
examining the runtime system in the programming language, system libraries, and the operating system
kernel. Since web-servers are Input/Output (I/O) intensive, their performance is largely dependent on 
the runtime system. An important aspect of this research, therefore, is investigating I/O intensive 
applications and services. Specifically, I plan to simplify the threading infrastructure and runtime, the 
system-call interface, and possibly the operating-system scheduler, and then use these simplifications 
along with best known practices for the design of high-performance web servers. The basic claim in the
research will be that existing runtime systems are unnecessarily complex, with many dispensable 
overheads for I/O-intensive applications, which have inherent potential for substantial concurrency. 
This conjecture implies that a small number of changes may generate a large difference, especially 
when provided to programmers through straightforward mechanisms. Most importantly, I will 
investigate the threading model used in programming languages and the effect of switching from a 1:1 
to an M:N threading model that favours thread-per-connection web-servers.

I have already completed the first phase of this work by studying the behaviour of several web
servers (Nginx, Apache, uKnot, uServer, Go, Watpipe and Yaws) under varying workloads. Since these
servers span all three architecture categories, this work provides a baseline for the performance of web 
server architectures currently dominant in research and industry. In phase two, I will examine each 
architecture in depth, making adjustments in both server configuration and system runtime parameters, 
and possibly implement design improvements. The goal is to understand what trade-offs each type of 
architecture has to offer in terms of performance improvement. If time permits, I plan to test my 
runtime-systems modifications on other (non-web-server) applications to assess their scope and 
performance benefits. Finally, this project is associated with a Google Grant focused on applying the 
research results directly to one or more real-world applications in the Google product domain.


